
Photographers  



Karol Adolf Beyer 

Born on 10th February 1818 - died on 8th November 1877 in Warsaw. He was 

the first professional photographer, called the father of Polish photography.  

In years 1844-1867 he owned a photo shop in which he mainly did portraits. He 

took photos of Warsaw inhabitants and people who came to the city from all 

around the country: representatitves  of different social environments, mainly 

burgeoisie and intelligence. He also photographed cities,  for example: Warsaw, 

Cracow, Częstochowa, Gdańsk, Łódź and Malbork. Nowadays, these photos 

are valuable documents.  







Anatol Antoni Węcławski 

Antoni Anatol Węcławski was born in 1891 and died in 1985 in Warsaw. He 

came from borderland nobility. He took part in the First World War. After the 

war , in 1919, Węcławski got interested into photography . He didn’t finish any 

Academy but had a  talent. In 1926 in Druskienniki he openned his first photo 

shop. The same year he became the memeber of Polish Photographic Society.  

He was laureate of many country and internatioanl contests and became a 

member of  an exclusive Polish Fotoclub. After the second war he came back to 

Białystok and openned his photo shop at Młynowa 88 street.  





Zofia Rydet 

Born 5th May 1911 in Stanisławowo, died 

24th August 1997 in Gliwice.  



Zofia Rydet was a prominent figure in the Polish photography. Her creativity 

had social character.  

Zofia Rydet’s creativity represents sensitivity  and sense of surveillance. Her first 

collections are devoted to the situation of children in Poland (project „A Little 

Man”), senility and loneliness (cycle „Time of Evanescence”, „Contrasts”, 

„Expectations”). The best known project is Sociological Record, which is the 

effect of a strenuous effort to create a one-volume synthesis which would entail 

the twelve-year-long period of the work of Polish documental photography’s 

first lady.  

She was connected with the Photographic Society from Gliwice. She was inspired  

by the reportage and modern photography.  









Zdzisław Beksiński 

Born 24th February 1929 in Sanok, died 

21st February 2005  in Warsaw. 



He started his photographic career in 1958 by presenting pictures on 

exhibitions in Warsaw, Gliwice and Poznań. In 1977 he moved to Warsaw.  

As a young artist and photographer he won a lot of international contests. 

At the beginning of his creativity he focused mainly on black and white 

pictures. His photos showed human characters in unusual poses; bent over 

models were wrapped in laces, their bodies were distorted so viewer could 

see only parts of them.  







Wiktor Wołkow 

Born 4th April 1942 in Białystok, died 27th 

March 2012 in Supraśl. 



An artist-photographer specialized in landscape and nature photography of 

North-East Poland. Since 1973 he was a member of Association of Polish Artist 

Photographers. He was an author of about 100 individual exhibitions and a 

dozen albums, prize winner of about 100 national and international contests. 

Forester of education , together with wife Grażyna lived in Supraśl.  
 

My Podlasie. A Photographer Journal. Is a unique album of Wiktor Wołkow, made 

for his fiftieth anniversary of creativity.  It’s an album consisting of words and 

photographs :extended comments and pictures create a magic tale about 

Podlasie and primarily tale about Wiktor, a madman, who -as his friend said- 

does the same for fifty years: photographs the air… 











Tomasz Tomaszewski 

Born 6th May 1953 in Warsaw. 



Stern, Paris Match, GEO, New York Times, Time, Fortune, Vogue, Die Zeit, Elle – 

these are few magazines which published Tomasz Tomaszewswki pictures. 

He has been cooperating with the National Geographic as a photographer 

and a  Polish consultant for 20 years. Apart from creating own projects, he 

also shares with  his experience by teaching photography and doing 

workshops. Tomasz Tomaszewski projects concentrate on social issues. A 

photographer shows examples of various cultural phenomenon or group of 

people. Viewers may equate themselves with characters and feel what the 

author had in mind.   
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